Audio Version

Would you prefer to listen to this strategy guide instead?
Just click this link to download an MP3 version of this guide to listen to on
your commute, while doing household chores, or while you’re at the art
table.
It’s definitely worth a listen.

LISTEN NOW

Introduction
To date, more than $58,000,000.00 in funding has been successfully raised for comic
book projects on Kickstarter.
This year alone, already more than 600 comic book projects have been launched.
And while the success rate for projects overall on Kickstarter has been falling over the
past few years, the comics category has been an outlier.
Since the first episode of ComixLaunch aired back in 2015, the success rate for comic
projects on Kickstarter has increased by over 2.5%.
Now, 2.5% might not seem like a lot, but believe me… it means the world to the
dozens more creators whose projects are successfully funding each year.
In 2017, Kickstarter will continue to be the #1 platform in the world for independent
creators looking to fund and launch comics, graphic novels, and other creative
projects.
Therefore, harnessing the power of Kickstarter is a critical skill for 21st century creators.
But Kickstarter is an ever changing, ever evolving platform…
Kickstarter Live, Guest Backing, #AllinOne, #Make100…
Keeping up with what’s happening and more importantly what’s working on
Kickstarter right now can be difficult.
Thankfully, ComixLaunch has you covered.
This short guide includes 7 proven strategies that have been successfully
implemented by successful comic creators this year.
While I won’t make the claim that these strategies are 100% new or have never been
employed previously, they were all new to me or present fresh spins on tried and true
crowdfunding tactics.

What follows is a brief description of each strategy and how a creator implemented
that strategy successfully in a recently funded campaign.
I gave each strategy a difficulty level rating in terms of how much work it would take
to implement (beginner, intermediate, and advanced) and provided some
ComixLauncher action steps in case you want to put that strategy into practice for
your next launch.
I’ve also included a link to an episode of the ComixLaunch podcast that relates to
each strategy if you’d like to go deeper on that subject.
I hope you enjoy this guide and that you’ll put some of these exciting new strategies
into action for your upcoming projects.
As always thanks for letting me walk with you on your next successful ComixLaunch!
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Strategy #1: The In-World Sponsorship

Campaign Example: White Ash by Charlie Stickney
Difficulty Level: Intermediate

The Strategy Explained
One of the secrets to Kickstarter success is offering attractive rewards at a range of
price points, from inexpensive to mid-range to premium.
For years, getting drawn into a comic has been a popular premium reward.
But an innovative twist on that proven reward tier is to offer up the opportunity for a
backer to open up a business or be a fixture that’s a part of an ongoing world.
This is essentially product placement or in-world sponsorship through Kickstarter
reward.
For webcomics and ongoing series, this strategy can be highly lucrative and a lot of
fun.

Strategy #1: The In-World Strategy in Action

Campaign: White Ash #1: 48 pages of fantasy, horror and romance
Creator: Charlie Stickney
Raised: $11,235* Backers: 272* A
 verage Pledge/Backer: $41.31*
Charlie’s highest tier reward was $500 limited reward to “Open a Business in White
Ash,” the fictional setting for his webcomic at whiteashcomic.com.
In addition to getting featured in the town, the proprietor of the business would be
designed to look like the backer, and the business would “become a part of the fabric
of the community for years to come.”
This reward also included a number of additional perks and rewards.
While this sold-out reward was limited to just 4 backers, it accounted for a significant
percentage of Charlie’s total funds raised.
*Charlie’s Kickstarter was still live as of this guide’s publication. His numbers likely ended higher.

Strategy #1 ComixLauncher
Step 1: Decide if in world sponsorships are something you could offer for current or
future issues of your series?
Step 2: Determine what physical rewards could complement that sponsorship, similar
to Charlie’s great idea for a “Certificate from the White Ash Chamber of Commerce.”
Step 3: Find a way to visualize this reward so that it looks very compelling for
premium backers.

Podcast: Considering re-launching a Webcomic Kickstarter after a failed
campaign? (ComixLaunch.com/session063)

Strategy #2: The Kickstarter Live Panel

Campaign Example: Sink by John Lees & Alex Cormack (ComixTribe)
Difficulty Level: Intermediate
The Strategy Explained
In November of 2016, Kickstarter, out of the blue, announced the launch of its
Kickstarter Live platform, essentially giving every creator the power of adding a “QVC
or PBS telethon”-style broadcast to every campaign.
Creators are already finding innovative (and lucrative ways) to incorporate live
broadcasts into their campaigns, and creating a lot of extra fun and funding in the
process.
Bringing the comic book convention panel experience to Kickstarter is one of the best
cross-promotion strategies going right now, as live, real-time video is one of the best
ways to turn complete strangers into superfans quickly.

Strategy #2: The Kickstarter Live Panel in Action

Campaign: SINK #1: Welcome to Glasgow World Tour
Creator: John Lees & Alex Cormack (ComixTribe)
Raised: $11,901 Backers: 476 Average Pledge/Backer: $25.00
During the SINK Kickstarter campaign, John did a Kickstarter first… he took the comic
book convention experience and brought it to Kickstarter, putting on a LIVE “Horror in
Comics” panel during the SINK campaign.
He partnered with guest moderator James Ferguson (comics editor at
HorrorTalk.com) and brought on fellow acclaimed horror comic creators’ Riley
Rossmo and Brian Level, and talked horror comics for a live audience. (Replay here.)
During the live broadcast, they gave out prizes, fielded questions, and had a great
time.

Strategy #2: ComixLauncher

Step 1: Brainstorm a list of interesting topics or live broadcasts you could put on
during your campaign.
Step 2: Brainstorm a list of guests you could invite to broadcast with you (up to four
people can broadcast at once on Kickstarter Live.)
Step 3: Publicize the event during your campaign.

Podcast: Tips for launching a horror themed project with SINK’s John
Lees & Alex Cormack. (ComixLaunch.com/session082)

Strategy #3: The Official Campaign Crossover

Campaign Example: Dates by Margins Publishing & Fresh Romance by
EMET Comics

Level: Advanced
The Strategy Explained
Cross-promotion between projects that are concurrently live on Kickstarter has been
an effective strategy for years.
This is usually informal, with creators exchanging shoutouts for projects that their
backers might also like in Kickstarter updates.
But some creators may choose to take that a step further, especially when there is
another campaign whose audience is especially similar.
An official campaign crossover may include offering up a special extra reward for
backers who back both campaigns.

Strategy #3: The Official Campaign Crossover Strategy in Action

Campaign: FRESH ROMANCE brings you VOLUME 2 & VERONA
Creator: EMET Comics
Raised: $34,164 Backers: 762 Average Pledge/Backer: $44.83
Campaign: Dates! An Anthology of Queer Historical Fiction (Volume 2)
Creator: Margins Publishing
Raised: $34,222 Backers: 1023 Average Pledge/Backer: $33.45
The Fresh Romance and Dates teams, both serving an audience interested in inclusive
romance comics, created an official campaign crossover, where backers of both
campaigns would receive a bonus Kickstarter exclusive print featuring characters
from BOTH campaigns. 92 backers supported both projects to get the extra bonus.
Interestingly, both campaigns successfully overfunded, and ended up raising nearly
the same exact dollar amount when all was said and done.

Strategy #3: ComixLauncher

Step 1: Do you know any creators who are launching campaigns around that same
time you will be who also serve the same kind of audience? (If not, joining forums,
Facebook groups, or The ComixLaunch Course is a great way to find other creators.)
Step 2: Collaborate with those creators on a joint bonus you can offer to backers of
both campaigns.
Step 3: Publicize the cross-promotion offer on your Kickstarter page and in your
updates during the campaign.
Step 4: Consider also doing a Kickstarter Live crossover broadcast on both Kickstarter
campaign pages during your campaign.

Podcast: Flutter’s Jenny Wood on how to lean into what makes you
unique and authentically share your story with backers.
(ComixLaunch.com/session065).

Strategy #4: The Add-on in Advance

Campaign Example:  Evil Inc After Dark by Brad Guigar
Level: Advanced

The Strategy Explained
Offering a la carte add-on rewards has been a popular strategy on Kickstarter for
years, despite the many logistical headaches add-ons provide.
In 2017, Kickstarter still offers no system to manage add-ons, leaving creators to come
up with their own systems and explain them to their backers, or use a paid service like
Backerkit to help manage add-ons after the campaign is over.
From my experience, Backerkit has always been well worth the expense, not only
making managing fulfillment easier, but also in raising additional funds (+8% of
amount pledged on Kickstarter on average) after the campaign is over.
Taking that a step further, creators who know they will be using Backerkit can let their
backers know in advance what they can add to their pledge, and encourage them to
add it during the campaign, in order to unlock stretch goals.

Strategy #4: The Add-on in Advance in Action

Campaign: Evil Inc After Dark — NSFW comics with smutty superheroes
Creator: Brad Guigar
Raised:  $28,478 Backers: 607 Average Pledge Per Backer: $46.92
In an update to backers during the middle stretch of his recent campaign, Brad
clearly explained what add-ons would be offered after the campaign was over, and
encouraged backers to add those pledges in advance of the campaign in order to
unlock stretch goals.
Within three days, he saw more than $700 in increased pledges from existing
backers.
Brad now plans on using Backerkit for every Kickstarter campaign going forward, as
he’s continued to see extra funding roll in even after his Kickstarter has ended.

Strategy #4: ComixLauncher

Step 1: Do you expect to have more than 200 backers support your campaign?
Step 2: Do you have a la carte add-ons (digital or physical) including backlist products,
commissions, original art, etc?
Step 3: If the answer to both questions is yes, you should invest in Backerkit for your
next campaign.
Step 4: Plan on updating your backers during your campaign about your add-on
strategy and clearly outline the process for them, and encourage them to add funding
now.

Podcast: Learn how the webcomics business model has fundamentally
changed in 2017 from Brad Guigar, author of The Webcomics Handbook.
(ComixLaunch.com/session088)

Strategy #5: The Teaching Guide

Campaign Example: Ink Island by Ryan K Lindsay
Level: Intermediate
The Strategy Explained
Finding ways to enhance your core offering (the comic of graphic novel) with
additional valuable content and then offering that to backers at a premium, is a
proven Kickstarter strategy.
Recent research has shown comics and graphic novels to be extremely effective at
engaging reluctant readers in the classroom.
Especially for creators who are doing all-ages or historically based content, adding a
teaching guide along with your comic can be a valuable upsell that may open your
work up to the large education and home schooling markets.

Strategy #5: The Teaching Guide Strategy in Action

Campaign: INK ISLAND - all ages one-shot comic + teaching guide
Creator: Ryan K Lindsay
Raised: AU$ 6,070 Backers: 452 A
 verage Pledge/Backer: AU$ $13.42
In his latest all-reader friendly campaign, Ryan K Lindsay offered a 35 page PDF
teaching guide containing 15 lessons for use in the classroom or home study to go
along with his comic.
Ryan explains, “I went for a PDF for this resource because then it’s instantly printable,
it can be shown to classes via smart tvs/interactive whiteboards so it'll pop large in the
front of the room, and it can be easily shared between colleagues.”
Ink Island was Ryan’s most funded campaign to date.

Strategy #5: ComixLauncher

Step 1: Does a teaching guide or similar digital resource that could enhance the
experience of your book make sense?
Step 2: If so, create it and offer it to your backers at a higher pledge level.

Podcast: Learn from Ryan K Lindsay, the master of primarily digital
reward campaigns. (ComixLaunch.com/session013)

Strategy #6: The Writer Commission

Campaign Example: The Slip by Cody Stewart
Level: Beginner
The Strategy Explained
Selling original art or offering up commissions by artists is one of the most common
and popular premium upsells in Kickstarter campaigns.
But there’s no reason writers can’t get in on the action.
Whether offering up original short stories, longer fiction, or even their work-for-hire
services as rewards during a Kickstarter campaign, writers can also find success
getting paid to do what they do best, and at a premium.

Strategy #6: The Writer Commission Strategy in Action

Campaign: The Slip #1: A Sci-Fi Tale of Grief and Interdimensional War
Creator: Cody B. Stewart
Raised: $4,320 Backers: 225 Average Pledge Per Backer: $19.20
Cody Stewart offered a pledge reward titled “I’ll Write Your Comic” in which he
offered to write a regular length comic book script on a work for hire basis for a
backer.
While just one backer took Cody up on the premium offer, that single pledge
accounted for nearly 12% of his campaigns funding, and raised his average pledge
level per backer by more than $2.
Plus, Cody’s getting paid to do what he loves to do most -- write comics!
Note: Cody was one of the creators who participated in the pilot version of The
ComixLaunch Course.

Strategy #6: ComixLauncher

Step 1: What services can you offer at a premium during your campaign?
Step 2: Remember, your price is a part of your marketing. Higher prices can attract as
much or more than they repel. Your time is valuable so price accordingly!

Podcast: Listen to Greg Pak, one of the most successful writers in comics
on and off the Kickstarter platform, share his top crowdfunding secrets.
(ComixLaunch.com/session043)

Strategy #7: The Split-binding Option

Campaign Example: Namesake by Megan Lavey-Heaton
Level: Advanced
The Strategy Explained
Making the decision between Kickstarting a hardcover or a softcover graphic novel
collection can be a difficult one.
But as with many things, sometimes the answer isn’t this OR that... but this AND that.
When you work with a printer like KrakenPrint, creators can take advantage of
split-binding, which is the process of doing a large print run of the interior of your
book, but then doing multiple different covers, including hardcovers and soft covers,
at the same time.
There is significant cost savings to be had when producing hard covers and softcover
versions of the same book at the same time, and when you offer both options to
backers, you’ll usually get more total funding and entertain more readers.

Strategy #7: The Split Binding Option Strategy in Action

Campaign: Namesake: Volume 3
Creator: Megan Lavey-Heaton
Raised: $60,383 Backers: 1,113 Average Pledge Per Backer: $54.25
During her last campaign, Megan offered the softcover version of the third volume of
Namesake to her backers at $20 and a hardcover version for $10 more.
Those were her two most popular pledge levels, and when printed at the same time,
she’ll save significantly from doing two separate print runs.

Strategy #7: ComixLauncher

Step 1: Have you considered offering a variant cover or split-binding a hard and
softcover version of your book?
Step 2: Ask your printer whether they offer discounts when split-binding or what they
charge for a variant cover.
Step 3: Get multiple print quotes, and make sure one of them is from KrakenPrint.
Mention “ComixLaunch” and you’ll get 5% off your entire first print run with them.

Podcast: Everything you wanted to know about comic book printing (but
were afraid to ask) with Sam & Jacob from KrakenPrint.
(ComixLaunch.com/session034)

Conclusion
There’s a reason the Kickstarter success rate in the comics category continues to
climb while other categories stagnate.
And that’s because we’re innovators and fast learners.
We’re not afraid to roll up our sleeves and put in the hard work to bring our art to life.
And when it comes to our campaigns, we pay attention to what’s working for others,
and we get creative about how we can put our own fresh spins on those killer
strategies to make them work for our campaigns.
For me, one of the most rewarding things about working directly with creators inside
The ComixLaunch Course is seeing how they are able to take the tried and true
systems, strategies, templates and processes I’ve developed to succeed on Kickstarter
and apply them in ever new and original ways that work for them.
I hope this guide has inspired you to put some new strategies in place for your
upcoming projects.
I can’t wait to see what you launch next.
Best,
Tyler James
Newburyport, MA
May 2017
P.S. If you have any feedback on this guide, or would like to share an innovative
strategy that’s worked for you or creators you know, I’d love to hear from you.
Please leave a short voicemail over at ComixLaunch.com/voicemail to share your
insights.

